
Spot on, Mark!
I would like to congratulate you, Mark,
on your excellent Straight Talking
column in the June edition of the
Kingsley Klarion. As is often the case,
you were spot on.

Sadly, after around 50 years
following the sport, I've become totally
disillusioned with it.  It should be a
great sport but is being ruined by the
people running it. There are many
issues with the sport that are a total
turn-off, many of which you have
covered over the years  --  bookmakers,
racecourses, the racing media, and so
on.

For example, you make an excellent
point regarding the Queen’s Vase and
the whopping increases owners now
have to pay to run in it. What response
have you had regarding your column?
I've not seen or heard a mention of this

clear rip-off on any of the racing
channels. Why are they not discussing
the issue and getting answers from those
in charge? You made a similar point
regarding the Cesarewitch a few weeks
ago, but again no response from the
media.

I watched a pre-Ascot Luck on
Sunday on television and at the very
start Ian Bartlett spoke of the great
prize-money to be had at Royal Ascot.
Obviously he is oblivious to the facts
regarding the Queen’s Vase, and there
were several other races at the meeting
with only £45 grand to the winner. Each
race should have a minimum £100
grand in prize-money.

Bookmakers are like a cancer on the
sport and always will be, and the BHA's
hypocritical stance regarding FOBTs
was a disgrace. There is far too much
racing.  People query why there are
small fields, but it's not rocket science.

KINGSLEY KICKBACK

The number of fixtures never reduces
because the BHA are scared of any
blank periods for bookmakers.

Racecourses are often packed,
especially during the summer nights,
but again this is all spoilt for the proper
racing fans and owners by extortionate
entry fees because music acts are on,
mediocre racing, and drunks. It is
totally miserable.  Watch racing in
France.  It is relaxed, horses run for
great prize-money and there are no
drunks running around.

Something needs to be done about
British racing's reliance on bookmakers
and racecourses having so much control
over fixtures.  I would like to see a legal
challenge by the BHA against the
racecourses over fixtures, but of course
it won’t happen.

Another issue on which I agree with
you, Mark, is handicaps, I've always
said there should be graded racing based
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on merit. Obviously there would still be
the top handicaps, but again when you
made the suggestion recently, people on
forums and even the media were up in
arms. How thick are they? What they
fail to understand is that the graded
racing would be just as competitive as
handicaps, and I suspect even more so
because any horse winning would have
to go up a grade rather than have a
penalty in the same grade. I doubt even
bookmakers would have an objection
once they were up and running.

Horse racing should be absolutely
thriving in this country with large
crowds, all the betting, and two racing
channels. There should be a lot less
racing and for a lot more prize-money.
The only hope for this sport is for
someone like Mark Johnston to be in
charge of the BHA to get things done.
Any chance?

Meanwhile, is there also any chance
of you being on a future Luck on
Sunday to rattle a few cages and put
forward some of the important issues
referred to both by your good self and
me in this email? 

Sorry to go on a bit but I am at the
end of my tether with the way the sport
is run in this country. 

GARY JONES
Derby

The unvarnished truth
Absolutely spot on, Mr Johnston. You
have nailed the attitude of many
racecourse executives, who should be
taken to task by more high-profile
persons in the racing world, be they
owners, trainers, jockeys and, yes, even
the ordinary racegoer who, actually, still
goes racing to see horses in competition
with one another.

Well done Mark Johnston, for telling
the unvarnished truth.

ANTONY VERDIE
Banstead, Surrey

Common sense, for once
I just wanted to congratulate Mark on
the viewpoints he expressed on ITV at
Haydock. I found myself agreeing with
every word and thought how refreshing
it was to hear common sense being

spoken for once.
Please tell Mark he has the whole

hearted support of many in the racing
community. I only wish that we could
hear a full account of all of Mark's
views and ideas. Always interesting,
always cogent, always trying.

Please send my best wishes to Mark
and all at Kingsley House. 

GERARD BOWMAN
(By email)

ITV still learning
Well done to Sheikh Mohammed and
Godolphin on winning the Derby with
Masar, but I was screaming for Dee Ex
Bee! It would have been great for Mark
and his team, and great for the north, for
it to have won. 

It would be nice if ITV Racing
conducted interviews with the trainers
of the second and third in races,
particularly in a race as prestigious as
the Derby. I think they are still learning
about what makes things interesting for
the viewer. They spent endless amounts
of time gushing over Saxon Warrior
before the race. A more level-headed
approach (or I could say New Approach,
the sire of Masar!) is needed, but maybe
that’s just the way I see it. What do
others think?

With regard to the Oaks, only nine
ran, and five of those represented one
trainer. Why are not more people
entering their fillies? There is hardly
any competition to Ballydoyle, and I
find this boring. Ballydoyle has so
many runners in these races, the odds
are they will win more often than not.

KATHRYN BOWMER-HALL
Bury

Tip-top grooms
Having attended Chepstow races in
mid-June I would like to pay
compliments to two members of your
team, namely grooms Tim Jarvis and
Shrawan Singh. 

Their friendly and professional
manner added to the enjoyment of the
evening and, although Axel Jacklin, the
horse of which I am a co-owner, did not
win, going racing as an owner is always
a pleasure and a privilege. Please be

sure to pass on my thanks to those
individuals and I look forward to the
remainder of the season.

I would also mention that both Tim
and Shrawan were also complimented
by the racecourse manager for the
smartness of their appearance!

MARK BLACKWELL 
Brentwood, Essex

Book support
I write regarding one of John Scanlon’s
book reviews in the June edition of the
Klarion, Two-Year-Olds of 2018 by
Steve Taplin.  

As a long-standing supporter of
Steve's annual book, I would like to
comment on John’s gripe about the Fifty
To Follow list which as he says gives
scant attention to northern stables. John
omitted to mention two horses trained
by James Tate but which had not been
named at the time of publication, and he
suggested that the absence of horses
trained by Messrs Johnston, Burke,
Ryan and Fahey from the list was
neglectful. 

As has always been Steve's policy,
where he does not have a comment from
the trainer, he considers it inappropriate
to base his recommendations only on
the breeding of the horse. This explains
the list's apparent southern bias. 

GEORGE WILSON
(By email)

Mark replies: I am happy the Klarion is
publishing this letter but must, however,
point out that James Tate is a
Newmarket-based trainer. I don’t think
that being born in Yorkshire makes him
a northern trainer.


